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middle earth shadow of mordor hidden blade rune

Like Portal?
Like Metroidvanias?
Like feeling like a retard?

This game is for you.. This is the best Sonic clone I ever played. Great for the kids, easy on the computer, and it's got the
catchiest Level 1 music you could ever play at a sitcom-themed Bar Mitzvah.. Took me about 16 hours to complete. I did not
search out every secret nor did I try for every achievement so your time may vary.

Environments are a series of small outdoor locations and sprawling dungeons. Plenty of monsters to kill, barrels to smash and
secrets to find. They can feel a bit samey after awhile though chapter 3 changes things up a little.

Quests are mostly related to the main story and help advance it along.

Puzzles were of the "move the block" or "pull the right lever" variety. Overall quite easy.

There is not much variety to the loot. It remains satisfying to scoop up all the gems and gold but you'll be seeing a lot of the
same stuff over and over.

Character building is pretty basic. There are 10 different skills you can learn and you can choose 3 at a time to have up on your
quickbar.

The monsters don't scale with you but as you move forward in the chapters they get tougher to fight. I was definitely using my
skills a lot more towards the end rather than just trying to bash everything with a sword.

TLDR: If you're looking for a casual RPG adventure this is it. Want something complex? Look elsewhere.
Approx. 15-20 hours playtime depending on your style.. This is a good game, and I did enjoy the small little gameplay there
was. But that's about where it stops.

This game is awfully short, I managed to finish it within 30-40 minutes, and I was taking my time.
The graphics are nice, but nothing astonishing
The story, well, there is one, but its nothing to get attached to.
The music is very good, but, not worth owning the game over

This game is advertised as a mysterious horror style game, the game isn't very overly scary, and theres about 2 small jumpscares.
Really not what I expected from something lablled as a 'horror'.

Overall, this game is fun, but the fact its expensive, short, and just not that fun makes it not worth it.
. This was easily a day 1 purchase for me. A lot went into this fixing the flaws of Zenohell and expanding on new ideas. For
starters, the game is overall more fine tuned for balance in difficulty and the ship choices than Zenohell imo. The game adds
easy and hard routes to take so that less experienced players do not have to get crushed by the hard route. As the player has a
choice of difficulty along the way, the game doesn't feel very cheap or unfair, and is not too overbearing or too much of a
cakewalk.

The game also gives a good sense of rewarding the player. Complete stages, beat hard routes, get through stages without dying,
and other tasks will give you additional tech points that go towards unlocking additional content. The game starts you off with
limited continues unlike Zenohell, but you can earn more. The better you play, the faster the unlocks will come. Even if you
credit feed with what you have to the end of the game you still get tech points so it gives everyone a chance that is not a
hardcore shmup veteran.

Several new animations added to the player's ship for movement and ship banking are implemented as well, making them more
visually appealing while playing. I feel that the detail of enemy sprites has gone up as well, especially one that I can't spoil in this
review from it's predecessor. ESPECIALLY this one because it gave me chills seeing how much more menacing it appears this
time around. Makes the one in the previous game look like a baby.
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As many people pointed out with Zenohell that it's soundtrack was nice, the soundtrack for Zenodyne R is once again fantastic.
A different approach is taken this time to the tune of a Sega Genesis sound chip. The way the visuals come together with the
music, it really is incredible. It truly makes me feel like I'm playing a retro game, especially since this makes nods at a few other
shmups along the way. It's enough to make me wonder how well this game could be imported to an actual Sega Genesis
cartridge.

I really hope that other people have as much fun with this as I am, and that they also hold the same opinion that this is a step in a
better direction than Zenohell. I'm not saying Zenohell was particularly bad, it's just this game feels more "right" with game
mechanics and atmosphere.
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Only mice and basketball fans can dislike this game.

But put some extra stuffs in the game, like:
- Other balls. Ping-pong (for harder difficulty), soccer maybe...
- Challenge mode
- Mice could have behaviours
etc. This game was so slow that it hurt me to play it and I couldn't even bare to go past the the second stage of the first chapter.
if you like poorly made stratgy games. then this is the game for you 0_o. This was such fun little game. Perfect for October.
Cute and spooky rpg with a couple clever puzzle elements and very likable characters.. most useless farming game ever, even
agricultural sim 2013 is better playable then this and that game has so manny bugg's
this is just a tractor driving game nothing more!
if you want a real farming simulation game then Farming Simulator 2013 is the game for you!!!
dont waste your money on this...... At the time of writing, I'm playing a lot of games that are quite heavy on the game-mechanics
side of things (HeXen, Unreal, Prince of Persia, STALKER) or story (KoTOR II, Mafia).

For me, this is the perfect cooldown from endless dialog trees, droves of enemy types and labyrinths upon labyrinths of levels.
Just shoot the on-rails moving balls with your static frog turret so the ball colours match and clear the level before the time runs
out. You have some fairly straightforward powerups like slow moving balls and reverse movement direction, then there's
accuracy and explosion. Nothing too fancy, but it's so effective as a time killer.

The music is also very fitting, just hype enough to keep your brain firing but still inocuous enough to not make you nervous
(unless you're near death, then the music changes and it's meant to make you nervous).

There's an "adventure" mode, where you complete levels by hitting a certain points threshold, and survival mode with four
difficulty levels where the balls just keep coming until you lose.

Don't let this fool you into thinking the game is easy, however. It has that patented PopCap balance of challenging, addictive and
still enjoyable. Like I said, I love to play it when I don't feel like watching a movie or series but I don't feel like playing some
hardcore 90s FPS either.

The only downside is that the levels in this game are saved as 640x480 JPEG files, so there is absolutely no way to change the
resolution, let alone aspect ratio. On my 1366x768 laptop screen, it's not as bad, but I imagine it would be pretty jarring on a
1080 or even 1440 screen.

All in all, it's a shame they didn't update the visuals or even just upscale the whole thing, otherwise this game would be perfect -
it's a steal during sales anyway, so even with the dated visuals, I recommend it wholeheartedly.. Yada yada, insert link to my
series for the game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yQcqRPM70g&t=24s

Now with that bs outta the way, here's what I have to say about Camp Sunshine: it was not at all what I was expecting, but in a
good way. Lemme go over all the bits of this 16-bit horror RPG game, and  there will be spoilers sprinkled in: 

-The story's surface portray's this game as a typical slasher story set inside the grounds of Camp Sunshine. If you delve into the
game's notes explaining what happened, you'll find that there's some spooky stuff goin' down involving a life-long curse given to
a family's son by a cultist group. There are plenty of 80's references everywhere you look, even in the game's dialouge and on
random posters within cabins.

-The gameplay was alright. The Summer Camp Slasher comes equipped with teleportation so he can appear in most locations,
but not all as the game mentions it can do. The hardest difficulty is a joke when you have plenty of items and can easily escape
the slasher, but I'm under the assumption this gives you the best ending. There are side quests that give you plenty of supplies,
which ruins the point of a very hard difficulty, not to mention that the slasher AI's pretty dumb when it comes to hiding and how
frequently he actually shows up. The game was more casual, which made it more enjoyable. However, I do wish there was an
actual challenge to be offered within this game, plus achievements to mark your success as a completionist.

-The audio was fine. I loved the soundtrack and it's 80's horror/slasher feel, but the voice acting was sub-par. The slasher didn't
give off any sort of creepy vibe for being a supernatural being, just more of a generic sounding killer if you ask me. At least I
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can say there was some moments where the audio design was utilized to create tension when the game would get stale.

-As a weird sort of incident, my game crashed when there was a flashback of Isaac eating his pet hamster, right when the father
asked what he was doing. I thought this was a meta moment in the game before I reopened it and replayed the section only to
find out it was a bug. On the upside, I didn't experience any lag like people mentioned beforehand.

Camp Sunshine is a quirky little spoof of 80's horror/slasher flicks. The game's filled to the brim with references to pop culture
of the decade, and that may be enjoyable to a lot of people, including myself. Give it a try if you're up for a blast from the past.
Thank ya'll for readin', and I hope you have a great day, folks.. Razzart strikes again!
That was adorable, as is apparently the standard. There's not a whole lot of criticism this old romantic can give for CC, but in
the interest of self-development and learning I'll say this:

- Could've used more moral choices/more interactivity.
- I was honestly hoping I might actually have to draw something in order to succeed lol. Not sure how well or if that could be
implemented in ren'py but there you have it.
- It wasn't the longest experience in the world and could have been more fleshed out.
- Could've used more variety in the sprites/ art for specific instances.

That said, that was an awesome little bit of fluff and fan service with some good life lessons tossed in there as well :)

Recommended.. Bad game dont download its DEAD AF!
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